
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  

PRESS RELEASE 
Metabo Introduces the 18V Professional Hand-held Cordless Mixer 

For quick and efficient mixing of materials without plugging in a cord! 

September 25, 2017 –West Chester, PA – Metabo 

Corporation, a leading international manufacturer of 

professional grade cordless and corded power tools and 

accessories, introduces the 18V Cordless Mixer (item 

#601163850), made in Germany. 

 

“The 18V Hand-held Mixer (RW 18 LTX 120) is ideal for 

any job. The machines power allows for fast and efficient 

mix of paint, mortar or even concrete and ensures a 

consistent mixture; this mixer is the right tool for the job,” 

said Antoine Derché, Metabo’s Director of Product and 

Marketing. 

 

The cordless mixer’s powerful high-torque motor with variable speed enables the user to customize the speed 

of the tool to the material being mixed. Like all of Metabo’s tools, the RW 18 LTX 120 mixer has features that not 

only make it safer to use but more efficient and longer-lasting. Overload protection keeps the motor from 

overheating in heavier materials like concrete, while an electronic soft start feature allows for splash-free mixing 

of less dense materials. The mixer features a “race car” style steering wheel with split handle and an easy to 

reach variable speed trigger, making the Metabo cordless mixer the most comfortable to use.  

 

Metabo’s Ultra-M battery platform provides high performance, efficient charging, optimum energy use and long 

service life.  When using a 5.2 Amp hour battery, the cordless mixer can stir from 1 to 113 gallons of paint or up 

to 26 gallons of concrete or mortar mix on one charge. And while using Metabo’s patented 7.0 Amp hour LiHD 

battery pack, it can stir up to 160 gallons of paint or 37 gallons of concrete. 

Contact: Andrea Brogan 
Metabo Corp. 
Phone: (610) 436-5900 
Fax: (610) 436-9072 
abrogan@metabousa.com 

 
           
          1231 Wilson Dr. 

West Chester, PA 19380 
www.metabousa.com 
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The RW 18 LTX 120 cordless mixer comes standard with an RS-R2 heavy duty mixing paddle.  The RS-R2 

mixing padding is a 4.7 inch diameter, right spiral paddle that mixes from the bottom to the top, ideal for sticky 

materials. A RS-R3 mixing paddle is also available, perfect for heavier and more viscous materials.  

 

For more information on Metabo corded and cordless tools, chargers and batteries, please visit the website or 

see the full-line catalog: 

Metabo USA Website 

Metabo 2017/2018 Catalog 

 
 
Find us online: 

         
 
 

ABOUT METABO: Engineered in Germany, Metabo’s premium line of power tools are designed specifically for 

professional users to provide the highest level of safety, reliability, and performance.  Metabo manufactures both 

corded and cordless power tools, as well as a full line of abrasives and accessories for metalworking, concrete 

and many other industrial and construction applications.  Metabo products include angle grinders, die grinders, 

drills, rotary hammers and dustless systems. The Metabo Ultra-M LiHD battery technology offers users the 

mobility and power for the most demanding industrial applications. 

 
 

https://www.metabo.com/us/enus
https://www.metabo.com/t3/fileadmin/metabo/us/070_news/02_catalog_logos/Catalog2017-18_051917.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/user/MetaboPowerTools
https://www.facebook.com/MetaboUSA/
https://twitter.com/metabonamerica
https://www.instagram.com/metabo_north_america/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/metabo-power-tools
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